Poulsbo Parks and Recreation Summer Fun Geocache
July is National Park and Recreation Month! To celebrate all the Summer Fun that can be
enjoyed in our programs and outdoor spaces, we are hiding two separate geocaches in
Poulsbo’s Fish and Forest Rock Hills parks. Follow the instructions below and enjoy the
thrill of the hunt. When you find the cache, take a small reward and leave a note in our
log to record your success! For this geocache adventure, there is no need to leave
anything in return.
What is Geocaching? Geocaching is a real-world, outdoor treasure hunting game using
GPS-enabled devices, like your smartphone. Participants navigate to a specific set of
GPS coordinates and then attempt to find the geocache (container) hidden at that
location.
How do I do it? There is an official Geocaching website that has free basic functions, but
Poulsbo Parks and Recreation has created our own geocache using the free mapping
app CalTopo. To get started on your first find, follow these simple steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Download the free CalTopo app to your smartphone.
Follow the app instructions to get set up.
Once the app is set up, Tap on the three bars in the upper left.
Then tap on “Scan QR Code”
Scan the code below of the location you want to search in. This will load
the map with the geocache locations for that area.
6. Tap the Crosshair Icon in the bottom right to display your location. Now
you know where you are.
7. Move the map around and determine the best route to the colored
Geocache point you want to find.
https://caltopo.com/m/143EK
FISH PARK Coordinates 47.75216, -122.64778
Forest Rock Hills Park Coordinates 47.74914, -122.63008

Photo Clues: Just in case, here are some photo clues to help you find the cache boxes. All
caches will be within 15 feet of each photo clue.
FISH PARK Photo Clue, Blue marker in CalTopo

Forest Rock Hills Park Photo Clue, Green marker in CalTopo

